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Abstract
Genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) are two excellent approaches to multimodal optimization

problems. However, slow convergence or premature convergence readily occurs because of inappropriate and inflexible

evolution. In this paper, a novel optimization algorithm with a flexible grid optimization (FGO) is suggested to provide

adaptive trade-off between exploration and exploitation according to the specific objective function. Meanwhile, a uni-

form agents array with adaptive scale is distributed on the gird to speed up the calculation. In addition, a dominance cen-

troid and a fitness center are proposed to efficiently determine the potential guides when the population size varies

dynamically. Two types of subregion division strategies are designed to enhance evolutionary diversity and convergence,

respectively. By examining the performance on four benchmark functions, FGO is found to be competitive with or even

superior to several other popular algorithms in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency, tending to reach the global

optimum earlier. Moreover, FGO is evaluated by applying it to a parameter decision in a least squares support vector

machine (LS-SVM) to verify its practical competence.

Category: Smart and intelligent computing

Keywords: Optimization algorithm; Swarm intelligence; Evolutionary computation

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, evolutionary algorithms (EAs)

have proven to be a promising approach to complex

multimodal optimization problems [1-3]. These algorithms

share common methods, exploring the unknown regions

near the present optimum conditions. Evolution strategies

are general, nature-inspired heuristics for search and

optimization, and are especially useful for optimization

in the presence of noise [4]. A classic example is the
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crossover and mutation of the genetic algorithm (GA) [5-

7], which is based on the present superior survivors and

retains most of the present optimum gene sequence in the

chromosomes of the next generation. However, the gene

encoding and decoding in genetic operators probably

causes extreme change in the decision space, making

GA’s agents too diverse to improve the convergence rate.

Another typical example of rapid convergence is particle

swarm optimization (PSO) [8, 9]. The exploration of each

particle is guided by both the global best agent (gBest)

and the personal best agent (pBest). Inertia weight is used

in PSO to regulate the population diversity and avoid

premature convergence to some extent. However, once

the inertia weight and other parameters are determined,

the evolution feature of PSO will only be fit for particular

problems. Thus, it is difficult to set the parameter to an

appropriate value because of the complex optimization

environment. Many improved algorithms based on the

original genetic algorithm (GA) [10, 11], PSO [12, 13]

and other EAs [14, 15] have been developed. A simple

genes exchange local search policy is suggested in [16] to

improve the performance of the standard canonical GA.

Several initializations in different zones of the search

space are applied in [17] to improve the diversity of

particles. A controllable probabilistic particle swarm

optimization (CPPSO) algorithm is introduced in [18]

based on Bernoulli stochastic variables and a competitive

penalized method. A novel genetic algorithm that is non-

revisiting by remembering every position it has previously

searched is proposed in [19]. A vendor-managed inventory

(VMI) model is developed in [20] for PSO to find a near

optimum solution. Combining PSO and other intelligent

measures is also common in recent papers [21-23].

Accelerating parallel PSO via GPU was proposed in [24].

In many cases, the modifications can be seen as algorithmic

components that provide an improved performance,

especially performing a better trade-off between exploration

and exploitation. Additionally, other types of EAs, such

as an immune algorithm, artificial bee colony algorithm

(ABC) and artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA), have

been proposed in many approaches to deal with exploration-

exploitation. Furthermore, co-evolutionary algorithms with

current popular EAs provide feasible and effective

approaches to special problems [25, 26]. However, it is

still difficult to estimate an optimal parameter combination

[27] that includes the number of individuals [28] necessary

for effective exploration-exploitation of the solution space.

This difficulty implies that inflexible evolution may not

be appropriate in a real-world application. Therefore,

new EAs that can adjust their evolution dynamically with

particular population structures are suggested such as the

rain forest algorithm (RFA) [29] and the bidirectional

dynamic diversity EA [30]. The self-adaptive process [31-

33] is important for computational optimization algorithms

in various applications [34]. To give a simpler adaptive

approach, a novel optimization algorithm with flexible

grid optimization (FGO) is suggested in this paper to

provide an adaptive trade-off between exploration and

exploitation according to the information feedback of the

specific objective function. The current study proposes a

novel dynamic retractive evolution guided by two types

of dominant subregions. First, a flexible grid-based agent

swarm is suggested in FGO. All the agents are uniformly

distributed on the grid, which provides the most effective

exploration on the range of the present grid. Second, the

FGO algorithm updates the agents’ positions iteratively

by zooming and panning the grid. The position of each

agent is interlocked by one cell of the flexible grid. In the

cell, each agent can freely allocate its specific position.

Thus, it is convenient and efficient to calculate the new

positions of all the agents only by determining the region

and the density of next grid. Third, the region of the next

grid is divided by two types of subregions which are

designed according to the dominance centroid (DC) and

fitness center (FC) proposed in this paper. These two

subregions will be used alternately in the algorithm to

increase the convergence speed and avoid falling into

local optimum. Fourth, the density of the next grid (or

agents swarm) is based on the emergence of the optimum.

To estimate the number of agents required, a fanciful but

effective strategy is suggested. The number of agents will

be increased when the speed of emergence reduces, and

vice versa. Finally, this flexible grid provides the dominant

zooming and panning for the agents’ swarm, and whenever

the sampling information is fed back to the evolution

operator, the region and the density of the grid will be

readjusted according to the feedback. Thus, the exploration-

exploitation can meet the need of the application environ-

ment as much as possible.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II describes the proposed algorithm, the FGO, in

detail. It includes agents’ distribution, subregion decision,

and density decision for FGO. To verify the performance

of FGO, Section III presents the results obtained with the

optimization experiments on four benchmark problems.

Moreover, the sensitivity analysis of FGO’s parameters is

mainly discussed in this section. In Section IV, we apply

FGO to the parameter decision in a least squares support

vector machine (LS-SVM) and obtain excellent results.

Finally, a conclusion to the results is presented in Section V.

II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, the proposed FGO algorithm with a

novel adaptive grid is discussed in detail. It is composed

of agents’ distribution, subregion decision, and density

decision throughout the entire evolution process. In the

FGO, DC and FC are suggested and serve as dominance

guiding to exploration-exploitation. Compact iterative

learning is also offered to provide information fusion and

make the evolution more appropriate for the unknown
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objective environment in application.

A. Agents’ Distribution

The distribution of the agents’ swarm is based on a

flexible grid in FGO. The grid divides one decision space

into several equal areas with vertical and horizontal lines.

Each intersection of the vertical and horizontal lines can

represent a sampling distribution of one agent as shown

in Fig. 1(a). However, this method will restrict agents’

distribution excessively. To improve the population diver-

sity, a crossing cell is proposed in this paper as shown in

Fig. 1(b). Thus, the position of each agent is interlocked

by one cell instead of one intersection of the flexible grid.

In the cell, each agent can freely allocate its specific posi-

tion as shown by the scattered black spots in Fig. 1(b). In

a practical application, the coordinates of agents will be

determined by the intersection in a flexible grid, and the

FGO operator will then introduce a certain range of ran-

dom fluctuations. 

The changing of agents’ distribution between two iter-

ations is based on the zooming and panning of the grid.

The scale of agents probably changes dynamically accord-

ing to the number of cells. Zooming will make agents

converge to the center of the present grid for exploitation,

and panning will make the agents move to another more

dominant area for exploration. Increasing or decreasing

the number of cells will adjust the degree of exploration-

exploitation. The size of every cell will be set uniformly

to adapt to the density of the present grid. A larger inter-

val among gridlines will provide larger cells, which

makes FGO’s population more diverse and exploration

stronger at an early stage of optimization. On the con-

trary, a smaller interval among gridlines will reserve

smaller cells, which restrains the FGO’s agents near each

intersection and maintain steady exploitation. Thus, after

a full exploration, the grid will be guided and shrunk to a

very small space, and all the agents will converge to the

dominant region. This converging process can be carried

out repeatedly to ensure the accuracy of the optimization

result. The adaptive changing of the grid is regulated by

the FGO operator, which processes the feedback of sam-

pling information in real time. This will ensure that the

region and the density of this gird will meet the actual

needs of exploration-exploitation in different areas, which

is why we call it a flexible grid.

B. Subregion Decision

The subregion suggested here refers to the region of

the flexible grid in the next iteration. By designing a

subregion for the flexible grid, FGO can carry out grid

zooming and panning simultaneously. The evolution of

FGO’s agents is carried out by a series of subregions

throughout the iterations of several generations. Therefore,

it is reasonable to plan a subregion considering the guide

of the potential dominant agents. DC and FC are proposed

here to determine the potential guides rather than the best

agents at present. The DC, shown as formula (1), refers to

the centroid of the present optimum agents. If only one

optimum agent is present, the DC at present is the

coordinate of this optimum agent. Obviously, the DC

might guide the evolution towards a local optimum. In

this case, we add another guiding agent, the FC, shown as

formula (2), to adjust the convergence direction.

The formula for calculating the coordinate of DC is

shown below:

(1)

where xi refers to the coordinate in the ith dimension of

the present optimum agents, and d refers to the dimensions

of decision variables. The formula used to calculate the

coordinate of FC is as follows:

(2)

where n refers to the population at present, Xi refers to

Fig. 1. Agents’ distribution. (a) Distribution at intersections and (b) distribution in cells.
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one coordinate of all the agents appearing at the present

generation, Fi, Fj, and Fmin refer to the fitness of  agent i,

the fitness of agent j, and the minimum fitness of present

agents, respectively.

Two types of subregion division strategies can be used:

one to design only around the DC and another to design

around both the DC and the FC. The first strategy

involves first dividing the present grid along with the

edges that consist of the upper and lower bounds of the

present optimum agents. The range of this sectional area

is then extended by 0.618 times as shown in Fig. 2(a),

and a subregion is designed for the next grid. Obviously,

the center of the next grid will be the present DC if we

choose this strategy to design the subregion. The second

strategy involves first dividing the present grid along

with the edges that consist of the upper and lower bounds

of the present optimum agents and FC. The range of this

sectional area is then also extended by 0.618 times as

shown in Fig. 2(b), and another subregion is designed for

the next grid. Obviously, the grid center in the next

generation will be adjusted away from the DC by the FC.

Usually, the subregion obtained by the second division

strategy is larger than the one obtained by the first divi-

sion strategy, especially when the guiding agents fall into

local optimum. Thus, the subregion obtained by the first

division strategy owns a faster convergence property,

while the subregion obtained by the second division strat-

egy can carry out effective exploration outside the con-

vergence area, which is very important for obtaining the

global optimum.

In the algorithm flow of FGO, these two types of

subregion decision functions will be called separately

according to the actual situation. However, whenever the

coordinates of both DC and FC are determined, the

operator will compare the fitness of these two special

positions. If the fitness of DC is not better than that of

FC, then FC will adjust the subregion dividing for two

succeeding iterations in terms of the second subregion

division strategies. This suggests that when there is no

significant superiority near the DC, FGO will carry out

more exploration for the global optimum. In addition,

when the FC is nearby or in the bounds of the present

optimum agents, the subregion will mostly divide around

the DC as shown in Fig. 3 because the potential dominant

areas implied by DC and FC coincide approximately. This

indicates that the convergence guided by DC is stronger

than that guided by FC. This is also why we need to

enhance the adjusting guided by FC in the process of FGO.

C. Density Decision

The density of the grid plays a major role in adaptively

assigning the degree of exploration-exploitation according

to the actual situation. The density decision proposed in

this paper is based on the progress of optimization.

Successive progresses between the three latest iterations

are compared by FGO to analyze the present situation on

the requirement of population as shown in formula (3),

Fig. 2. Subregion decision. (a) Subregion subject to DC and (b) subregion adjusted by FC. DC: dominance centroid, FC: fitness center, GC:
grid center.

Fig. 3. Subregion adjusted by nearby FC. (a) Adjusting with FC near the bounds and (b) adjusting with FC in the bounds. The bounds
refer to the bounds of the present optimum agents. DC: dominance centroid, FC: fitness center, GC: grid center.
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(3)

where  refers to the minimum fitness found by FGO

until the kth iteration or generation in a minimization

problem. Function f1 is named the situation function, the

value of which indicates whether the current population

meets the requirement in the current optimization area. 1

and 0 refer to ‘True’ and ‘False’, respectively, in the

logical operations.

When the situation function, f1, obtains a value of

‘True’, FGO will consider that there are successive

accelerated progresses and the density of the next grid

can be decreased according to formula (4) so that some

redundant population will be simplified. If the situation

function, f1, obtains a value of ‘False’, FGO will consider

that there are successive decelerated progresses or no

successive progresses and the density of the next grid

should be increased according to formula (5). In this case,

there are two possibilities. One possibility is that the

exploration is relatively inadequate with regard to the

features of the present sampling region. If so, a denser

grid will be required in the next iteration in order to avoid

missing some better potential dominant area. The other

possibility is that the exploitation is relatively inadequate

in a local or global optimum region. If so, a denser grid

should be provided in the next iteration in order to finish

the present convergence as soon as possible. In view of

the possibility of making the wrong judgment of an

unknown environment, the upper and lower bounds of

the grid density are also suggested as shown in formulas

(4) and (5).

Usually, the density of the next grid can be adjusted by

updating the number of mesh lines when the subregion is

determined. The number of mesh lines is closely interre-

lated with the number of agents and the update rules are

shown as follows:

where Nk is a vector that plans the number of mesh lines

in each dimension and α is a learning factor which will

affect the recognized degree of FGO for the feedback

information. Nmin and Nmax refer to the permissible minimum

and maximum numbers, respectively, of mesh lines in

each dimension. Nmin and Nmax are vectors with the same

dimensions of Nk and dynamically set the upper and

lower bounds, respectively, of the grid density according

to the changing subregion.

D. Process of FGO

The steps of the FGO algorithm are explained as follows:

Step 1: Set the value of manipulative parameters such

as α, Nmin, and Nmax.

Step 2: Generate a grid that covers the entire feasible

region with random numbers between Nmin and Nmax of

meshes.

Step 3: Distribute agents randomly in the cells on the

intersection of mesh lines and obtain the fitness of each

agent.

Step 4: Determine whether to explore or exploit in a

subregion, and if so, continue on; otherwise jump to Step 10.

Step 5: Determine the coordinates of DC and FC, then

determine whether it is necessary to adjust the subregion

with FC according to the fitness of DC and FC. If so,

jump to Step 7; otherwise continue. 

Step 6: Plan the subregion by using the first strategy

(DC-centered) described in subsection II-B, and then

jump to Step 8.

Step 7: Plan the subregion by using the second strategy

(FC-adjusted) described in subsection II-B.

Step 8: Plan the density of the next grid in the

subregion by using the method provided in subsection II-C.

Step 9: Generate the next grid in the subregion and

randomly distribute new agents in new cells for the next

generation. Then jump to Step 4.

Step 10: Determine whether to reset the grid to a new

initial state. If so, jump to Step 2; otherwise end the

program.

III. BENCHMARK PROBLEMS

The four benchmark problems frequently employed in

the published literature are adopted in this paper to

examine the performance of FGO by comparing with

other popular algorithms in terms of both effectiveness

and efficiency. Table 1 gives details of each benchmark

function and shows the search scope selected by the

comparison task later in this section. GA and PSO, of

which the parameter setting is shown in Table 2, are

chosen as comparisons to effectively illustrate the

competence of FGO due to their popularity. As FGO can

assign multiple cells at the same time with the grid, the

samples’ distribution process is faster; population diversity

is improved by the flexible grid and cells, which help

FGO to exit the local optimum earlier and find the global

optimum more rapidly and accurately. The sampling

density is adjusted with the feedback information of the

actual situation, which provides an adaptive exploration-

exploitation for FGO and expands the application of the

proposed algorithm.

A. Ackley Problem

The Ackley problem is a minimization problem.

Originally, this problem was defined for two dimensions,

but the problem has been generalized to N dimensions.

Fk

(4)

(5)
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The optimum solution of the problem is the vector X =

[0,· · · , 0] with f(X) = 0 as shown in Table 1. In order to

define an example of this function, we need to provide

the dimension of the problem (N). The low dimensional

case, N = 2, is considered here for ease of experiment

design, observation, and analysis. The function distribution

of the Ackley problem with two-dimensional decision

variables is shown in Fig. 4(a). Obviously, the local optima

are tightly packed over the entire decision space.

Fig. 5(a) compares the results of FGO with the other

two methods on the benchmark function of Ackley.

Obviously, FGO touches the global optimum first and

more rapidly than both GA and PSO. After about 0.005

seconds of exploration, FGO finds the global dominant

area first and converges to the global optimum very

quickly. This illustrates the exploration efficiency with

the flexile grid when dealing with problems of which the

outline is very similar to a convex optimization. This is

because the uniform agents distributed by cells in the grid

can quickly focus on a smaller dominant space for further

digging. It is very important for evolutionary algorithms

to make rapid progress even in the process of exploration;

otherwise, the searching will be blinded. On the other

hand, the rapid convergence also illuminates the superiority

of the subregion dividing strategies suggested in this

paper when dealing with the process of exploitation in a

dominant space.

B. Eggholder Problem

The Eggholder function is a difficult function to optimize,

because of the large number of local minima and the

complex distribution as shown in Fig. 4(b). The function

is usually evaluated on the square xi ∈ [−512, 512], for all

i = 1, 2 as shown in Table 1. The global minimum is f(X)

= −959.6407 with optimum decision variable of X = [512,

Table 1. Benchmark problems adopted in this paper

Name Expression Search scope Optimum

Ackley ,

i = 1, 2

min f(X) = 0,

at X = 0

Eggholder ,

i = 1, 2

min f(X) = -959.6407,

at X = [512, 404.2319]

Schaffer ,

i = 1, 2

min f(X) = 0,

at X = 0

Schwefel ,

i = 1, 2

min f(X) = 0,

at xi = 420.9687,

i = 1, ..., d

f X( ) 20– e
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n
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Table 2. Comparison of parameter setting of GA, PSO, and FGO

Algorithm Population size Iterations Other settings

GA 100-150 5000 (MAX) Probability factor: 0.01-0.1, 

Encoding length: 15-25

PSO 50-100 2000 (MAX) ,

,

ω: 0.1-0.9, φp: 1-1.5, φg: 1-1.5

FGO 25-225 1000 (Outer×Inner)

GA: genetic algorithm, PSO: particle swarm optimization, FGO: flexible grid optimization.

vi,d ωvi,d φprp pi,d xi,d–( ) φgrg gd xi,d–( )+ +←

xi xi vi+←

Nk 1+

1 α–( ) Nk α Nmin×+× , for f1 F̃( ) 1,=

1 α–( ) Nk α Nmax×+× , for f1 F̃( ) 0.=⎩
⎨
⎧

=

F̃ : F̃k 2– , F̃k 1– , F̃k

α : 
0.618

1.618
-------------, Nmin : 5, Nmax : 15
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404.2319]. This type of marginal optimum will introduce

further difficulty to the optimization algorithm. Most of

the local optima are very attractive and deceptive, which

is appropriate as a valid method of testing the exploration

competence of evolutionary algorithms.

Fig. 5(b) compares the results of FGO with the other two

methods on the benchmark function of Eggholder. Both

FGO and PSO show excellent efficiency in the first 0.02

seconds and find the global optimum f(X) = −959.6407.

On the other hand, FGO discovered a more dominant area

almost at the beginning and continued exploring until

about 0.006 seconds, and then converged to the global

optimum. PSO required about 0.015 seconds more time

than FGO in the process of exploration. This experiment

demonstrates that the efficiency of optimizing can be

enhanced by the effective exploration of FGO.

C. Schaffer Problem

The two-dimensional Schaffer’s function has a single

global optimal solution f(0,0) = 0 surrounded by infinite

local optima and the difference between global optima

and the sub-optima is very small. The function distribution

of the Schaffer problem is shown in Fig. 4(c). It is the

circular peaks and valleys around the global minimum

point that trap many methods in one of the local optima

areas.

Fig. 5(c) compares the results of FGO with the other

two methods on the benchmark function of Schaffer. At

the beginning of optimizing, all of these algorithms were

trapped in the local optima areas of which the objective

functions are distributed near 0.01. However, FGO requires

very little time to break through the barriers of circular

peaks, and converges to the global optimum rapidly during

the first 0.0125 seconds. Both PSO and GA require

significantly more time to explore these circular peaks

and valleys.

D. Schwefel Problem

The Schwefel function is complex, with many local

minima that almost mix up the global optimum. The plot

of Fig. 4(d) shows the two-dimensional form of the func-

tion. The function is usually evaluated on the square xi ∈

Fig. 4. Function distribution of benchmark functions: (a) Ackley problem, (b) Eggholder problem, (c) Schaffer problem, and (d) Schwefer
problem.
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[−500, 500], for all i = 1, 2 as shown in Table 1. The opti-

mum solution of this problem is the vector X =

[420.9687, 420.9687] with f(X) = 0. It is almost a type of

marginal optimum that is more difficult to discover.

Fig. 5(d) compares the results of FGO with the other

two methods on the benchmark function of Schwefel.

Although PSO and GA start from a better situation, FGO

discovers the global dominant area first and exploits it

quickly during the first 0.00125 seconds. This result

reveals that FGO will carry out exploitation very

efficiently once it explores a new dominant area, which

indicates that FGO’s agents can quickly respond to the

complex environment and adjust exploration-exploitation

adaptively and rapidly.

E. Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis of FGO is very important for the

application of the algorithm in practice. When we use a

specific algorithm to solve a particular problem, the main

problem is to select the set of parameters that will achieve

the best effect. This is because most algorithms are sensi-

tive to certain parameters to some extent in the process of

optimization, especially for populations. Without atten-

tion, this will affect its performance during the optimiz-

ing and affect its ability to perform correctly. If one

algorithm is less sensitive to a certain parameter, it will

be more convenient to set an appropriate parameter to

make the algorithm obtain the required effectiveness and

efficiency, and vice versa. The following sensitivity anal-

ysis is carried out considering the effect of population

size and learning factor on FGO across the Schwefel

benchmark function.

The evolution curves shown on the left in Fig. 6 dem-

onstrate that FGO is not sensitive to initialization popula-

tion size between 10 × 10 and 70 × 70. The upper and

lower bounds are set as 3 × 3 and 100 × 100, respectively.

When the population size is set as 5 × 5, FGO will require

more time to exit local minima because of the fewer

exploring agents. However, it will improve considerably

when we choose 10 × 10 agents as the initialization

swarm. When the population size increases to 70 × 70,

the evolution speed will be somewhat affected. This is

because the increased number of agents will mean that

the FGO operators will require more time in processing

the sampling information. Thus, the initialization popula-

Fig. 5. Processes of evolution across benchmark functions. (a) Ackley function, (b) Eggholder function, (c) Schaffer function, and (d)
Schwefer function. FG: flexible grid, PSO: particle swarm optimization, GA: genetic algorithm.
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tion size has a relatively wide interval for the user to

select, as long as the setting number is not too small.

The evolution curves shown on the right in Fig. 6 indi-

cate that FGO is also not sensitive to the initialization

learning factor in a large interval between 0.2 and 0.8.

The initialization population size is set as 20 × 20, which

is the same as the choice interval mentioned above in this

experimental comparison. We should note that these

results do not suggest that the learning factor has no use

for FGO because the initialization population almost

meets the requirement of this problem. The learning fac-

tor plays an important role in adjusting the number of

agents when the population does not meet the require-

ment of the exploration/exploitation situation. The effect

of the learning factor can be clearly reflected when the

initialization population size cannot satisfy the require-

ment to a significant degree. The evolution curves shown

in Fig. 7 support the above views and reveal that the

unreliability resulting from an overly small initialization

population size can be avoided by adjusting the number

of agents dynamically and adaptively with different learn-

ing factors in FGO.

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

FGO is evaluated by applying it to the parameter deci-

sion in LS-SVM to verify its practical competence in this

section. The fitness function is constructed with the sum

of squares of the difference between the predicted values

and actual values on some special aspects, such as zeros,

bounds, monotony, and period in special parts of the

function domain. In fact, most engineering problems con-

tain some special state points or properties that have

already been identified. We can use this identified infor-

mation to construct the contrast trial, which will be more

convincing. The identified information used in the fol-

lowing case includes some special zeros and the result

shows that these special zeros can guide FGO effectively

to find parameters that are more appropriate for LS-SVM.

Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis for flexible grid optimization. (a) Sensitivity analysis on initialization population size and (b) sensitivity analysis
on initialization learning factor.

Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis for flexible grid optimization with fewer agents. (a) Sensitivity analysis with agent of 10×10 and (b) sensitivity
analysis with agent of 5×5.
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Only six zeros, X = [0; π; 2π; 3π; 4π; 5π], are used here

to construct the fitness function for LS-SVM with FGO.

The fitness function is given as follows:

, (6)

where Yr refers to the regressed values at the six zeros, X,

by using the parameters of current γ, σ2; Yt refers to the

real values at the six zeros, where Yt= [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0].

The parameters setting of FGO are given as follows:

α = 0.618, DivNumMin = [10; 10], DivNumMax = [20; 20],

LoopNumA = 10, LoopNumB = 10.

The test function plotted as in Fig. 8(a) is given first as a

reference. Disturbance is added to the primitive function

to simulate the real engineering condition, which is

shown in Fig. 8(b). The asterisks in both Fig. 8(c) and

8(d) represent the same group of samples taken from Fig.

8(b). The regression curve shown in Fig. 8(c) is acquired

by using LS-SVM with experiential parameters of γ = 10

and σ2 = 0.2, while the other regression curve shown in

Fig. 8(d) is acquired by using LS-SVM with FGO.

Apparently, the optimal parameters found by FGO can

guide LS-SVM to perform better and acquire excellent

results that are closer to the real value. This result also

provides support for the effectiveness of identified

information in constructing a fitness function.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel optimization algorithm,

FGO, which consists of a flexible grid and is able to

provide an adaptive trade-off between exploration and

exploitation across complex objective functions. By

examining the performance of FGO on four benchmark

functions, the uniform agents array with adaptive scale

has been demonstrated to be helpful to increase the speed

of the calculation. In addition, the subregion division

strategies guided by DC and FC have been demonstrated

to be effective in enhancing evolutionary diversity and

convergence rate. We also discussed the sensitivity of

FGO’s parameters and found that the parameter selection

space is very wide for FGO to be able to take advantage

of its own superiority, which indicates that this algorithm

has good generalization ability. The application example

of LS-SVM with FGO shows an excellent regression,

which verifies, as expected, that FGO is practical. 

f γ, σ
2

( ) Yr Yt–=

Fig. 8. Parameter optimization in least squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) with flexible grid optimization. (a) Primitive function,
(b) primitive function with interference, (c) experiential regression, and (d) optimal regression.
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